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Human Element Statements
• “Behaviors go where reinforcement
flows!”
• “Safe habits are done routinely,
consistently, automatically”
• “Get your eight (8 hours) and feel
great!”
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Goals & Objectives

POSITIVE
REINFORCEMENT

SAFE HABITS

HEALTHY
SLEEP

• Everyone here today to gain a better understanding of the
relationship of these three “links” and how they can impact
worker safety
• When addressing these “links” within your Safety Program,
please be:
– Purposeful, patient, diligent, dedicated to success

Did You Know?

• If we had the same mortality rate now
as in 1900, more than half the people
in the world today would not be alive!
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Real World Safety- “Missing Links”
• “Somebody else can clean up that spill on the floorI don’t have time!”
• “I was reading my emails while walking out in
production- crossed a main traffic aisle and did not
look for forklifts”
• Forklift operator not wearing a seatbelt
• Machine operator activated wrong control panel
button while bypassing guard causing hand to get
caught in machine
• Nodding off while driving car or forklift

A Foundation of Understanding Injuries
• “Want To Know A Secret?”
– He/she not using common sense
– He/she not thinking straight

• BEWARE: Common Sense Trap
– Unreflective opinions of ordinary people
– Personal experiences as different as each
of our lives
– Vague & not universally understood
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Why Do People Do What They Do?

ABC Model- The Science of Behavior
Repeat to form habits

ANTECEDENTS

CONSEQUENCES

BEHAVIOR
Observable actions
Prompt action or
behavior

Makes it more or less
likely to happen again
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The Effects of Antecedents & Consequences
• Antecedents get us going
• Initiate behavior & performance
–
–
–
–
–
–

Policies and procedures
Required training
Safety signs
Warning labels
Can be threats
Short-term impact

The Effects of Antecedents & Consequences (cont.)
• Consequences keep us going
• Sustain or eliminate behavior & performance
• Negative– Discourages behavior
– EXAMPLE: Getting injured

• Positive– Encourages behavior
– EXAMPLE: Praise/promotion from Supervisor
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Missing Link #1- The Amazing Power of Positive
Reinforcement

Questions #1 & #2
• How many of you currently have some
kind of problem in your life?
• How many of you here would have fewer
problems if somebody did what he or she
was supposed to do?
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Positive Reinforcement- What is it?
• Reinforcement- any consequence that
increases/strengthens behavior &
performance
• Two Types: Positive & Negative
• Positive or Negative- Who decides?
– The person who receives it (performer)

• Today’s reality– Negative used over positive

Question #3

• Can you name two types of
consequences that weaken/decrease
behavior?
• HINT: It is not negative consequences

• ANSWER: Punishment & penalty
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Positive vs. Negative Reinforcement
• Both strengthen behavior & get
improvement
• Negative- generates just enough behavior
to escape or avoid punishment
– “Do it or else!”
– Just enough to get by

• EX.- Highway speed patrol, compliance
only
• KEYWORDS: Minimum amount, avoidance,
temporary change

Negative Reinforcement- How Do You Know?
• “I have got too much on my plate”
• “They expect too much”
• “That’s not my job”
• “That’s what they are paid for”
• Has there been significant improvement to
reach and exceed a goal then improvement
stops?
• Is your Safety Program based only on
compliance?
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Positive vs. Negative Reinforcement

(cont.)

• Positive- generates more behavior than
is minimally required
– Sustains behavior
– EX.- Departmental lunch to discuss
improvements last year
• Improvements were even higher the next
year
– Extra behavior is called Discretionary Effort

• KEYWORDS: Extra, sustain, long-term
change

Discretionary Effort- A Most Valuable Human Resource
• Public Agenda Report on Restoring
America’s Competitive Vitality (1980’s)
– Most American workers admit they could do a
better job if properly motivated
– 23% performing to full potential/capacity
– 44% only did what was required
– REASON: Traditional use of negative
reinforcement
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The Amazing Power of Positive Reinforcement &
Discretionary Effort
• Discretionary Effort- Above & Beyond
• Motivates employee- “want to” instead of
“have to”
• Extra effort beyond what is required and
expected
• Types of positive reinforcement:
–
–
–
–

Self-reinforcement (Good for me!)
Natural reinforcement (Automatic)
Tangible (Incentives/rewards)
Social (Positive interaction between people)

Which One To Use?- Social or Tangible
• Social Reinforcers–
–
–
–

Studies indicate that it is most effective
Available anywhere, anytime, to anyone
No budget required
“We notice and appreciate what you are
doing!”

• Tangible Reinforcers–
–
–
–

Items of physical or financial value
Loses meaning over time
Pair with social reinforcers
Support social, not be a substitute
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Examples of Social Reinforcers
• Peers and/or Supervisors
• Peers are usually the most effective source
– Can observe performance closely
– Can provide preferred type of reinforcer
– Can reinforce more frequently

• Ways to socially reinforce one another:
– Praise
– Gestures
– Asking For Input

- Provide A Note
- Providing Attention
- Offering More Autonomy

Promotional Idea- Social Reinforcement

• Employees recognize & reinforce each other with a “Thumbs Up”
sticker to wear while at work
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What Works?- Finding Your Reinforcers
• Three ways of finding out what is reinforcing:
• Try Something
– Usually best way to start
– Trial & error (did behavior increase or not?)

• Ask
– Do not use first
– After trial ask how much and what they liked

• Observe
– How are people spending their time when they have a
choice?

Positive Reinforcement- How Much?
• 4 to 1 Rule

(Madsen 1974 & Stuart 1971)

– Positive to negative interactions
– Ratios can vary
– Tally your attempts
– Not feasible?
• Strive to improve one number at a time

– Infrequent reinforcement promotes
“political-type” behaviors
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Golden Rules of Using Positive Reinforcement

• Meaningful
• Earned
• Timely
• Frequent

Things To Avoid….
• Extinction
– Absence of consequence & reinforcement
– Extra effort is not noticed

• The “But” Qualifier
– Erases everything that preceded it
– More punishing than reinforcing

• Sandwich Method
– A negative between two positives
– Confusing!
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Missing Link #2- The Value of Developing
Safe Habits

Deepest Law of Human Nature
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Habits Are All Around Us….
• Estimated that 40% of daily
actions do not involve decision
making
• Allows for an efficient, more
sophisticated brain
• Without habit loops our brains
would shut down (The Power of Habit)

Habits Biological Connection- The Basal Ganglia
• Golf ball-sized lump of brain
tissue
• MIT Lab Tests in early 1990’s
• Stores habits even while rest
of brain sleeps
• Without it we lose access to
hundreds of habits
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Examples of Unsafe Habits
• Electronic device interruptions
– 15 minutes of focus to fully engage a task
– Distracted walking

• Multi-tasking
– Leads to shortcuts
– Brain lacks capacity to successfully perform

• Poor sleep routines & hygiene
– Using electronics in bed

•
•
•
•

Rushing
Not using/wearing PPE
Not using/wearing a seatbelt
Hitting the snooze button

The Habit Loop- How Habits Work
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The Habit Loop- How Habits Work
• World War I- most people did not brush
their teeth in the USA
• Pepsodent created a cue/reminder
– Tooth film

• The reward was making the mouth/teeth
gums tingle after brushing
– Citric acid added

• Started the tooth brushing habit

How To Build A New Habit
• Start small
– One department starts wearing safety vests

• Look for “Small Wins”
– Habit development is on its way
– Cause other habits to flourish by creating
new structures
– Patterns that convince people of bigger
goals & achievements

• Increase the habit in small chunks
– Workplace stretching (2 minutes)
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Identifying A Reminder/Cue
• The moment the habitual urge
hits write down:
– Where are you?
– What time is it?
– What is your emotional state?
– Who else is around?
– What action preceded the urge?

Habit Formation- How Long?
• 21 days to 66 days
• Continual monitoring &
reminding
• Fairly hard to form & develop
• Easy to maintain & sustain
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Thank You!

Horn Please
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Safe Work Habits
• Fastening seatbelt
• Removing all tools from machine during
lockout/tagout
• Using proper lifting techniques
• Asking questions when needed
• Making eye contact
• Using handrail
• Three-points of contact on ladder
• Stop, look, listen
• Wearing required PPE
• Good housekeeping

The Benefits of Keystone Habits
• Some habits matter more
• Trigger widespread change
• Starts a chain reaction changing
other habits
• EXAMPLE: Exercise routines
–
–
–
–
–

Healthier diets
More productive at work
More patience
Less stress
Less credit card use
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The Halo Effect- Safety “Spills Over”
• Increased- Improved
–
–
–
–

Production
Quality
Profitability
Employee morale

• Decreased- Lowered
– Injury rates
– Costs
– Employee turnover

Missing Link #3- Sleep Deprivation & Sleep
Habits
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“What Is Your Sleep Number?”

Microsleep
• “Have you ever driven somewhere
and then not remembered part of
the trip?”
• Brief moments of sleep that occur when
normally awake (2 – 10 seconds)
– Driving 65 mph = 1 football field
– Unable to control & predict
– May not even be aware of it

• Engineer of NYC Commuter Train
Accident- 12/1/13
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Healthy Sleep Habits = Good Sleep Hygiene
• Refers to sleep practices, habits,
environmental factors necessary for quality
sleep
• Routine & consistent sleep schedule
– Going to bed/waking up same time each day
– Including weekends

• Good Sleep Hygiene Habits:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Avoid caffeine & nicotine 4-6 hours prior
Avoid alcohol within 3 hours of going to bed
Avoid large meals just before bedtime
Avoid taking late day naps (after 4:00pm)
Limit late day fluid intake
No exercise within three hours

Beware of the “Blue Light”
• Establish bedtime routine
– Every night including weekends

• No electronic devices
– At least 30-60 minutes prior

• Suppresses melatonin up to 50%
• Mobile device App- Unblue
– Minimizes effects of blue light
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Healthy Sleep Awareness & Education

• S- afety
• L- ives for
• E- mployee
• E- ducation &
• P- romotion

What is an 8:00 Box?
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Promotional
Ideas

Promotional
Ideas
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In Conclusion….
• These “links” help crowd out
unsafe behavior with safe
behavior!
• It’s not easy, it takes....
– Diligence & dedication
– Patience & consistent, purposeful
effort

• Diligence- excellence over time

Diligence- Excellence Over Time!
• REFERENCES:
• Bringing Out The Best In People
– Aubrey Daniels

• Removing Obstacles To Safety
– Judy Agnew & Gail Snyder

• Other People’s Habits
– Aubrey Daniels

• The Power Of Habit
– Charles Duhigg

• Power Sleep
– Dr. James Maas
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Questions?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

OSHA Compliance
Indoor Air Quality
Assessments
Hazardous Material
Inspections & Assessments
HVAC System
Commissioning & Ventilation
Evaluation
Radon & Lead In Water
Inspections & Assessments
Asbestos Remediation
Crisis Management Planning
& Implementation

www.ieasafety.com
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